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Beautifully done walkways can enhance the beauty of a building or structure. It can complement the
outdoor materials or be replicated. In traditional New Hampshire houses made of stone or brick,
landscapers may use these same materials in their walkways so the home flows from the house to
the driveway or sidewalk. Walkways can be used to maintain and create beauty, showcase
landscaping, and provide safety and direction.

Walkway pavers are used both commercially and residentially. In commercial use, walkway pavers
show clients and consumers how to maneuver around the area and generally lead them to the
entrance or other area. This protects people as well as the landscaping. To avoid someone walking
on expensive plants and shrubs and getting hurt, walkways lead them safely to the entrance they
need to go while maintaining the beauty of the building.

In residential use walkways establish the same affect. Place walkways from the driveway to the door
to the home and around the building and throw gardens to give people a chance to view these
areas. Now someone can walk through the landscape without disturbing or ruining any plants or
disturbing the surrounding area. Walkway pavers are safer than muddy walkways and can provide a
pleasant area to walk in the evening or during the day. For added safely, walkway lights can be
added to illuminate the path. Now individuals all ages can safely walk from the car to the door
without worrying about falling or slipping or getting dirty.

Not only are these areas safe, but walkways are a beautiful and inexpensive way to add value to
your home. In New Hampshire homes, curb appeal increases dramatically by added walkway
pavers. They are so versatile that you can choose a pattern color, and material to enhance the look
of any home. Walkway pavers can run from the sidewalk to your door showcasing an extensive
design that draws the eye, or simple elegant stone pavers can be used to enhance the walk through
the garden or around a retaining wall. Walkway pavers can be used for so many versatile projects.
There are numerous pavers to choose from. Natural stone pavers are usually made from limestone,
sandstone, cobblestone, slate, granite, flagstone, porphyry, marble, and cantera. Clay, brick, and
concrete pavers can also be used and come in a variety of colors and shapes to add style.

No matter what effect you are trying to go for, you can create the right look with walkway pavers.
The intricate designs and materials used will catch the eye of people that see them. Maintaining
these pavers will depend on the type of material used, but generally pavers can be cleaned easily
with a power hose and repaired by taking out the broken paver and replacing it. There is no need to
rip up the entire surface for one or two stones.

Walkway pavers add value to your home and create a beautiful area that is serene and peaceful.
They protect your lawn and other landscaping while preventing erosion. The variety of materials can
create simple walkways to elegant fountain areas. Walkway pavers are also long lasting, easy to
maintain, and simple to repair.
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